
Silent Edge Entertainment to Premiere short movie “Dawn” 
 
Havelock, NC 
Justin Yates stated on Monday March 17th, "Thanks to Mr Anthony P. Dowling, Silent Edge Entertainment will premiere 
it's new short film "DAWN" at the Living Arts College in NC next Monday night(March 24th, 2014). The cast will receive 
questions and critiques from the film students in the crowd. 
 
Dawn has undergone a major final editing process after a test screening at the "Machete Awards" in January of 2014. 
Silent Edge plans for the final version of Dawn to be a Surprise even to those who have gotten a sneak peek." 
 
The general public is invited and welcomed.  Doors open at 6:30 PM - Movie starts at 7:00 PM on March 24th, 2014. 
 
Living Arts College 
3000 Wakefield Crossing Dr. 
Raleigh, NC 27614 
(919) 488-8500 
 
About Silent Edge Entertainment 
Silent Edge Entertainment LLC (http://www.silentedgeentertainment.com/), headquartered in Havelock, NC, is an 
entertainment and production company established in 2007, known best for its variety of unique talents. 
 
Owners Justin Yates and James Moore established Silent Edge Entertainment primarily to create high-quality 
attractions and events for consumers in Eastern North Carolina and the surrounding areas.  That idea was first realized 
with the Nightmare Factory Haunted House & Entertainment Venue (http://www.nightmarefactorync.com/), and has 
since expanded to include Rock Concerts, Club Dance Nights, and other events. 
 
Silent Edge Entertainment specializes in various types of set design and theatrical lighting; provides Artist Management 
to talent, such as musicians, bands, etc.; and offers graphic design, printing, and advertising services. 
 

About ERMP 
Eno River Media Production, established in March 1999, is dedicated to educate, facilitate and advocate the growth of 
the movie and television industry in North Carolina.  
ERMP will accomplish this mission by educating, facilitating, nurturing and uniting independent North Carolina film and video 
makers, allied industries, civic and governmental organizations by propagating a network of industry professionals.  

 


